“It will be the greatest bike weekend in Livigno”
Hans Rey
“Great Days - MTB event & fest” are coming,
three days on Carosello 3000 trails
and on the wildest trails of Livigno
Three events in the program:
3K UP&DOWN once again,
the first edition of Tutti Frutti Team Challenge and
Wild Goats e-Bike tour experience.

“Great Days - MTB event & fest”
July 13 – 15, 2018
Carosello 3000, Livigno
From July 13 to 15 escape the city and your daily routine and get to Carosello 3000 – Livigno to live your Great Days on a mountain bike. Three days of events on the trails and big
parties at the village set up at the valley station of the new gondola in San Rocco area. A
unique occasion to celebrate the sense of freedom that we all feel in the Mountains.
Video Great Days
The event starts on Friday with the opening of the village, a welcome to the participants and an opening party with the European Premiere of Transangeles, the new video of
Hans Rey with Missy Giove and Timmy C. Hans will be at the Great Day as special guest.
Saturday, July 14 the big news: Tutti Frutti Team Challenge.
Form a team of 3 to 5 people and take part in this exciting bike orienteering, looking for
check-points spread along Tutti Frutti Epic, a tour created by the MTB legend Hans Rey.
Find the right race strategy together with your team and take pictures for the photo-contest, increasing your score. Tutti Frutti Team Challenge combines exploration, “treasure hunt” and enduro into an adventure-event open to everyone, where teams of riders,
groups of friends and families can equally have fun.
Sunday, July 15: 3KUP&DOWN is back.

A vertical drop of 1000 meters and a never ending trail. How many times you can ride
down in a day? It’s a competition against yourself, or against your friends, open to bikes
of all kinds: from XC and fatbike to enduro. After the sold-out of the 2015 and 2016 editions, 3K comes back to Carosello 3000 on a route that includes the brand new trail
Bikers United. The new trail combines the flow and enduro features, and will be inaugurated Saturday, June 23, in occasion of the summer opening.
Sunday, July 15: Wild Goats E-bike tour experience.
Ride down into the wonderful and untouched Federia Valley, at the north of Carosello
3000 area, discovering the old trails and the most wonderful landscapes on the border
between Italy and Switzerland. An uphill and downhill route, tailor-made for E-bikers in
one of the less populated and the wildest areas in Italy, to give them an escape from civilization in company of “LivignoBike” guides.
The closing party and the prize-giving will take place on Sunday afternoon. At the village
you can have access to test rides during the whole event, or you can simply relax and
meet new people, soaking in the typical “mood” of Carosello 3000: the Mountain is freedom.
For more info and registrations for the entire event or for a single day, please visit www.
carosello3000.com/en/great-days

